Through it all, Trump never backed off his hate-filled, fascist rhetoric
on the campaign trail. Rather, he ramped it up.
Trump’s “Make America Great Again” is a 21st century fascist
program of Manifest Destiny – “America First” – wrapped in the flag
and Mike Pence’s Bible taken literally, with a program of white
supremacy, misogyny, and xenophobia.

Regardless of whether you voted…
No matter who wins

We Must Be In the Streets,
Beginning the Day After the Midterm Elections
Protest Wednesday, November 7 – the day after the
midterms, and Protest Saturday, November 10

Stopping this rapidly escalating fascism cannot be done through
the normal process of elections!
Millions of us are shocked and horrified by what is happening, but
that only matters if we dare to act in a way that can stop this
nightmare. Ultimately, this means millions in the streets day after day,
refusing to stop until the whole regime has been removed.
On November 7th and November 10th, join a different kind of protest
movement, one that refuses to get swept up in another election cycle
that buys our silence and capitulation to fascism, and instead
demonstrates our singular demand and determination that:

TO DEMAND AND DEMONSTRATE OUR DETERMINATION THAT:

IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY,
THE TRUMP/PENCE REGIME MUST GO!

This Nightmare Must End:
The Trump/Pence Regime Must Go!

In the Name of Humanity,
We REFUSE to Accept a Fascist America!
To endorse, volunteer, donate, and/or partner in this effort:
RefuseFascism.org
RefuseFascism.org is a movement of people coming from diverse
perspectives, united in our recognition that the Trump/Pence
Regime poses a catastrophic danger to humanity and the planet,
and that it is our responsibility to drive them from power through
massive nonviolent political protest. We are united in these
demands:

This Nightmare Must End:
The Trump/Pence Regime Must Go!
In the Name of Humanity,
We REFUSE to Accept a Fascist America

This is not a “normal” election season.
11 people murdered in a synagogue while they worshipped,
allegedly by a man with a terrifying record of unbridled
antisemitism.
15 pipe bombs sent to former presidents, high ranking officials,
media institutions, and others who have been repeatedly targeted
by Trump.
Two Black people murdered, allegedly by a man who spewed
racist epithets and had just been denied entry to an
>>>>>>>
African-American church.
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